The purpose of the NRA Law Enforcement Exploring Center Fire Pistol Competition (LEECFPC) is to offer Law Enforcement Explorers an opportunity to participate in a nationwide center fire pistol competition, shoulder to shoulder, online. Shooters will conduct live fire in their home communities under the supervision of a certified firearms instructor and submit their scores to the NRA via the internet as a member of a registered Post participating in the NRA Law Enforcement Exploring Marksmanship Qualification Program (LEEMQP). There is no limit to the number of times an Explorer may shoot this course of fire; however, only one score will be reported to the NRA for entry into this online match. Scores fired in this competition will serve as the basis for selection to compete in the National Law Enforcement Exploring Pistol Championship (NLEEPC).

**MATCH CONDITIONS**

**ELIGIBILITY**
An Explorer may enter this online match only once per calendar year. An Explorer may compete as an individual and on only one team, either a two or four man team, not both. All competitors must be a member of a Post registered in the LEEMQP. As such, each Explorer who enters this competition must have received a minimum of eight (8) hours of instruction in, but not limited to, fundamentals of marksmanship, firearms safety, and range operations by a firearms instructor (certified by a federal, state, county, or municipal government or the NRA). Membership with the NRA is not required but is encouraged.

**REGISTRATION**
Registration for the LEECFPC is accomplished by the Post Advisor submitting the attached form via U.S. Postal Service mail or electronically to dbullock@nrahq.org. Upon receipt of the registration form an Excel Spreadsheet will be electronically sent back to the Post Advisor for score reporting. No changes to the spreadsheet are allowed. Changed or modified spreadsheets received will be automatically disqualified.

**FIRING DATES**
Competition begins January 1, 2016. Scores may be submitted between January 1 and June 1, 2016. Scores for this online match will not be accepted after June 1, 2016.

**RULES**
Current NRA Law Enforcement Exploring Marksmanship Qualification Program rules apply.
EQUIPMENT
Only service-type 9mm or .40S&W caliber, semi-automatic pistols, suitable for duty carry by law enforcement officers, are to be used. (See LEEMQP for more information).

TARGETS
NRA, 25-yard, timed or rapid fire bull’s eye target (B-8) paper is required for this competition.

SCORING
All scores will be final once submitted. Email scores to dbullock@nrahq.org, using the Official Spreadsheet.

COURSE OF FIRE - 30 shots at 25 yards.

TIME LIMITS
Slow fire - 2 strings of 5 shots, 5 minutes per string.
Timed fire - 2 strings of 5 shots, 20 seconds per string.
Rapid fire - 2 strings of 5 shots, 10 seconds per string.

WITNESS
All record firing must be witnessed by a firearms instructor certified by a law enforcement agency or the NRA. The Post Advisor will submit the scores via the Official Spreadsheet provided.

TEAMS
Post Teams – there are two team categories: teams of four or teams of two competitors. Team members must be members of the same Post and listed together on the Official Spreadsheet provided. Team names must include the post they are associated with. A post may submit as many teams as they wish; however, an individual may fire on only one team per year.

INDIVIDUALS
Individuals who are not on a team may be entered using the Official Spreadsheet provided.

AWARDS
Individual – The highest scoring individuals will be eligible to compete in the National Law Enforcement Exploring Pistol Championship to be held in Flagstaff, AZ in July 2016. The number of selections will be determined by the Law Enforcement Exploring Program. The National Rifle Association will award the top 10 individuals with a certificate.
Team – One award will be made to the top scoring team in each category, provided there are at least five entries. One additional award will be made for every additional 10 teams entered in each category (2 and 4 person teams).

ADMINISTRATION
The Post Advisor will serve as the online match point of contact. That person will register their Post online and be responsible for the content and conduct of the match according to the rules as stated in this program.
REGISTRATION

Complete this entry form and return to: National Rifle Association
Competitions Division
Postal Program Coordinator
11250 Waples Mill Road
Fairfax, VA 22030

Or email to: dbullock@nrahq.org

POST ADVISOR NAME: ________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: ________________________________________________

CITY: ____________________________ STATE: __________ ZIP CODE: ______

PHONE #: _______________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

Post Number: __________

Sponsoring Agency: ________________________________________________

Number of Team entries _________

Number of Individual entries __________